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Abstract. 

 

This report deals with the importance and need for more adaptable objects for children to use as furniture as well as for playing in 

their everyday life.  It discusses the importance of such objects that are more suitable for play and movement to aid the physical 

and psychological development of the child, as well as adressing the nature and importance of play itself in this process.                        

It  also gives a short overview of previous furniture designed for children and tries to answer the question of why it is important to 

allow for the element of play when designing furniture for children, and gives some examples of where this has or has not been 

taken into consideration. 

 The report then introduces a new set of objects, the Joy(n)- line,  that  consists of various components that can be arranged and 

rearranged to suit the children´s wishes and needs, building and transforming them into traditional furniture such as beds, tables, 

shelves and seating, but at the same time being “things” that they can climb on and play with. 

The working process is followed through sketches and model works, examples of trying out the product are demonstrated, and the 

end result evaluated . 

 

 

 



 
 

Preface. 

 

            “Let us be clear, the purpose of life in childhood is not to grow up, but to play,…”  1 

Thank you all for playing! 

Guðrún Helga 

Ísold & Silfrún Una 

Tinna Gunnarsdóttir 

Karin Nyren 

Karin Tyrefors 

Vesa Honkonen 

My classmates in IA M2 

Áslákur & Iðunn 

Children everywhere ! 

 
                                                        
1 Skira Editore 1997,p.18 
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Introduction 

When I was a child, I remember us having this game of “not touching the floor”, when we would climb across the furniture, over 

tables, chairs, the stove and sofa; we even went over the refrigerator and clung on doors as everything was allowed within the 

frame of the game. Though we used to play this game mostly when we were alone, I don’t remember our parents ever shouting 

“stop that” or “come down”, as they must have had some sort of understanding for this need and respect for the game; for playing. 

We were lucky….. 

 

A couple of years ago I was living for a period in Italy with my wife and daughter and we would frequently take her to the playground 

nearby. At first we were struck by the fact that all children were dressed in “nice” clothes, but impossible to play in. I also remember 

our amazement at the fact that every time a child would head for the climbing rails, or the swings or any activity that involved taking 

their feet off the ground, the parents would immediately start screaming “Guarda che ti fa male! (Watch out, you´re going to hurt 

yourself). We, being the bad northern parents that we are, let our daughter climb and try everything she wanted, while standing 

near, just in case, you know, IF. But I will always remember the look of frustration and even anger on the faces of the children (apart 

from one or two “rebels“ who went ahead anyway ) as they pottered about in the playground in their nice clothes…. 

 

I wish that every child could have the freedom to (relatively safely) explore its surroundings and use it in play, and therefore I 

decided  to do a small collection of objects for children that allow for climbing, playing and using as furniture as my exam project.  

 



 
 

1.Childrens furniture through history  - a brief introduction 

        

When starting off on a project that deals with designing furniture objects for 

children, it is of course necessary to look at the background, what has been 

done before.  

  As a short conclusion after some research, it can be said that the main 

characteristics that can  be attributed to childrens furniture through centuries 

past, are perhaps those concerning function and scale. 

 This is due to the fact that the concept of childhood, especially to the time-

extent of childhood as we understand it, was alien to most western cultures up 

until the last century.Children were more or less percieved as small adults or 

adults-in-waiting, that were expected to contribute to helping in providing for the family as soon as possible. Hence, furniture 

intended for them focused mainly on function and scale.2  

Any concept of play or playing as having a purpose in itself was equally alien and was therefore not taken into account when 

designing furniture for children. 

 

 

                                                        
2 See examples in Pictures 1 - 13 



 
 

2.0  Research  

 

My intention is to design objects for children that can be used for play and movement as well as serving as furniture.    

I therefore felt it necessary to look a little into the concept of play, it´s value for children´s development and the furniture that has 

been designed for children in the past.  

To this end I read various texts that had been written on the subject, as well as doing on-line research on the internet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

2.1. What is Play ? 

 “Any definition of play will be a bit fuzzy at best. But this fuzziness points to the fact that there is something fundamentally 

unknowable and ephemeral about play, something mysterious and exciting. Play surprises and delights us, moves and transforms 

us. There is, after all, something playful about play”. 3 

Although everybody has played and have some feeling about what it is, defining play and what it is, is not a simple matter. This has 

been the topic of many researchers and scientists. Some have tried to break it down to atomic level in order to find its core, not 

unlike dissecting a frog, while others have focused on single aspects of it, such as the joy or it´s absorbing quality.  

My conclusion, after some research on the matter, is that the essence of play can be narrowed down to these four statements: 

Play is a free voluntary action with no purpose but the play itself.                                                                                                  

Play is self-fulfilling in itself, with its own laws of time and space.                                                                                                        

Play is distincted from “real life” as it is pretend and “not serious.                                                                                                     

Play absorbs the players . 

It could also simply be stated that:  ..play is typically a primary place for the expression of anything that is humanly imaginable 4       

                                                        
3  Salen and Zimmerman (eds.) 2006, p.85 
4 Sutton-Smith,Brian 2001, p.226 



 
 

In my opinion, playing, simply put, is a free activity which completely absorbs the player, making him forget time and place. I also 

agree that it is to some extent the ability of the player to be absorbed that is play; or even his attitude, that play is in the attitude of 

the player. 

2.2. The importance of play and movement for development 

It is, or should be, obvious that all training improves skill. For children, all movement training of the most varied kind is absolutely 

vital for the development of their motor skills, both minor and major as it prepares them for the countless tasks and situations they 

will encounter in life.  

That is why playing is so important for those skills, for in play and while playing, they train their bodies in imaginable and 

unimaginable situations; they use every part of their body; their hands, fingers, mouth, feet, toes, stomach, butt, head etc. ; they 

climb, jump, run, crawl, throw, slide and hang, etc,.  As David Elkind, who is a child psychologist, says: “ Repetetive play is one of 

the ways in which children master motor skills“ 5  and by playing they train their muscle strenght, flexibility,coordination and balance. 

It is therefore extremely important that their surroundings allow for this as it is important for young children that they can explore 

their surroundings with their minds and bodies.  

It  is  also important to train the motor skills in play, because a childs physical development goes hand in hand with its psychological 

developement.  As Piaget, the Swiss psychologist and philosopher, points out in his book  Barns själsliga utveckling,6 the physical 

actions of a child are the foundation or starting point  for the development of it´s psychological abilities and that  they are intertwined 

and affect each other. 

                                                        
5 Elkind, David 2007, p.108 
6 See Piaget, Jean, 2007. 



 
 

With children it is often difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish learning from playing. As children, and indeed as adults, we learn by 

exploring our connection with the outside world and the people in it. For children, an essential way of learning is through play, as 

playing involves spontaneous activities through which the child can understand itself and it´s place in the surroundings.If, for some 

reason, a child does not have the chance to train these skills and to develop it´s senses through play it will have a negative effect on 

it´s future development and deprive them of the foundation necessary for future learning, according to, among others, Montessori, 

an Italian physician and educator.7   

Play activities therefore include vital training opportunities, not only for the body, but also for the mind skills, as these skills are 

advanced through play.  Play therefore does not only include learning about the world for the child, but, as importantly, involves 

learning about the self and its connection to other peoples selfs, which is essential in becoming effective social beings. It also helps 

with emotional development and learning,each trained through different types of playing.  

One certain aspect of playing as learning is worth a special mentioning here, the one of creativity, for when children play, they 

greatly increase their creative capacity through inventing situations and the course of the game or the play.To be creative in every 

aspect of ones life is of course a foundation for future development, growth and indeed happiness.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
7 See Elkind,David 2007,  p 204 



 
 

 

 

2.3. Furniture designed for children  

Having done research on the matter, my conclusion is this:  

Although there are examples of well designed products, it can too often be said of the furniture for children that is available on the 

market,  that it is characterized by one (or more) of the following: 

- it is simply functional (with no „room“ for transformation) 8 

– it is made of short-lived material or design, often with „loud“ colours  ( the use-and-throw mentality) 9 

– it is simply „adult furniture“ cut down to scale 10,and in later years this even includes design furniture for children11 

– it is „adult furniture“ disguised as childrens furniture ( bright colours, patterns,animal motifs etc)12 

 

Some of this can of course be attributed to childrens furniture through centuries past, especially concerning function and scale, as 

mentioned in chapter 1.0   

                                                        
8 See picture 14 - 17 
9 See picture 18 - 21 
10 See picture 22 -25 
11 See picture 26 -27 
12 See picture 28 - 33 



 
 

 

 

2.4. Playful design for children – some examples 

In Scandinavia there is a relatively long tradition of designing furniture intended to suit the children‘s needs, although the furniture 

maybe too often stresses the importance of function, scale and safety rather than play and adaptability. Fortunately there are 

various examples of furniture design that take this into consideration, both from Scandinavia and elsewhere.  

One  example is the  „Fun on wheels „ system, designed by swedish designer Stephan Gip in 1962, who among other things 

designed the well known Robust chair13. This all-wood system could be transformed by the children themselves into chairs, a table, 

a cart and more.14  The Filius piece, that Günter Belzig created in 1974,  is another creation that allows really well for play and 

movement. It can be used as seating, a table, climbing playing etc.  And is lightweight enough for children to move around.15 

Another one is the piece designed by Iwao Shibata in 1963. It can be used for playing, sleeping, climbing etc, is easily moved 

around and can also be in different positions, lying down or upright.16 A fourth example is the Mobilix, a system designed by Zagatta 

and Klein for use as seating and tables as well as playing, created in 1971, that allows for nearly endless transformations.17  

                                                        
13 See picture 34 
14 See pictures 35 - 37 
15 See picture 38 
16 See picture 39 
17 See picture 40 



 
 

There are of course several other examples of well designed furniture that take play and movement into consideration and the 

awareness of it´s importance has been growing in later years.18  In some way related to this play and movement theme,there have 

also been some interesting variations on the good old rocking horse/ chair. 19  

And there are also examples of furniture for adults that allow for play and transformation.20  

3.0.Designing  for children – my purpose 

„The most important ability that a designer can bring to his work is the ability to recognize, isolate, define, and solve problems“. 21   

 The problem here, that my project intends to solve, is to design and produce objects for children that allow for play and movement 

as well as serving the more„traditional“ functions such as being a bed, a table, a seat etc.  

As children play with and in their surroundings, I think that the fundamental aspect of designing objects for  children that can serve 

as furniture is that:  

– they allow for the potential of transformation to stimulate creativity 

      –   they allow for movement in play which is important for  the childs development 

      -    they are safe to the extent that they do not have „built-in“ any potential of danger to the child 

      – they are made of good quality 

                                                        
18 For some examples see pictures 41-44 
19  See picture 45         19 See pictures 46 - 48 
 
21 Papanek,Victor 2000,  p.151 



 
 

      – they are somehow visually interesting. 

I agree with Günter Belzig who says about objects in the children´s environment that „often, the subtle and unspectacular,......are 

more beneficial to them“. 22    I also agree with Papanek who says that  „Children, especially small ones, need to experience quality, 

permanence, and delightful materials in their toys.23    And I believe it to be quite true that children´s development, both physical and 

psychological, is deeply affected by their surroundings and the objects in it; that environment can in fact have a negative impact on 

it if it doesn´t stimulate their bodies, minds and fantasy. 24  

Furniture and objects in childrens rooms, being a part of the environment, should be a part of this stimulation.   

I believe that we are all designers, as we transform our surroundings and this of course applies to children as well. In play and while 

playing they transform objects in their surroundings into their own as suits the time and place. 

Objects of furniture in their closest surroundings should therefore enhance playing rather than obstruct it. 

 That is my purpose with the Joy(n)-line project. 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
22 Skira Editore,1997, p.93 
23 Papanek, Victor, 2000, p.126 
24 See Björklund, Pia p.44 



 
 

 

 

 

4.0. Multi-use objects - The concept of The Joy(n)-line collection 

Flexible or multi-use furniture is not anything new and it has also been applied to designing  childrens furniture. The high chair that 

converts into a car / rocking chair / see-saw etc. is a classic example that can be found in many versions, one being the Bambini 

high chair designed 30 years ago25, but one can also point to such examples where the table turns into a chair/see-saw. 26 

And then there are the constructions that can be used to climb upon and that contain a bed, desk, shelf etc. 27 These constructions 

are however fairly ”static” in nature as they contain a pre-designed, limited number of using possibilities, and do to a very limited 

extent allow  children to create their own environment. 

When I decided to create some type of furniture for children, I therefore did so with the thought in mind that this furniture or these 

objects should be very flexible, i.e. that it should be possible to use them in more ways than one or two, so that the limit of use 

should be set by the childs mind only.  

                                                        
25 See picture 49 
26 See picture 50 
27 See picture 51-52 



 
 

For my exam project I therefore set out with this intent: to design and develop  a line of objects for children, which would consist of 

various components that could be arranged and rearranged to suit the children´s wishes and needs, building and transforming them 

into beds, tables, shelves and seating, but at the same time being “things” that you can climb on and play with. 

Children need to play and they need to move and use their muscles. What they have around them are however more often than not 

static objects/furniture that are intended for one use and one use only ( the bed,table, chair etc ) and are not intended to be “moved 

about” or played with.That does not prevent them from trying to alter their environment with the objects at hand, but it is often 

difficult, heavy to move about and limited in “transformation potential”. Moreover it is not always looked kindly upon by parents to 

move about everything in the room.  

Originally, I intended these objects to be used by the age groups 5-10 year olds,though I think that the main focus should now be 

narrowed down to the age of 3-7. That does not however exclude the possibility of some products being developed for the use of 

older target groups, but that would require the pieces, if intended to climb on, to be bigger and / or constructed otherwise as they 

would have to support more weight. 

I see these objects perhaps both as replacing and contributing to out-door-experiences. Replacing in the sense that children 

nowadays ( in our times and especially in the cities) perhaps have more limited access to climbing, playing and creating their own 

surroundings as prior generations perhaps had. 

Contributing in the sense that, whatever experiences of climbing and playing and changing their environment that they have had 

out-doors in the nature, can be enhanced through the use of these objects indoors. 



 
 

I also think that they contribute greatly to the life quality of the child as it gives them chances of transforming their world more freely, 

giving them more freedom. The needs that these play objects will be supporting are thetherefore the needs of children to play, climb 

on and assemble furniture or objects in their surroundings. 

This will support their major and minor motoric skills and developments, and I think that that using them will contribute to more 

creativity and train them in seeing more possibilities in their surrounding world.  

 

 

 

I think that the use of these objects will support mainly; 

- the sense of sight, including the sense of depth perception, as they move them about in space and are aware of different forms 

and formations. 

-the sense of touch, as they use their hands and bodies when using them                                                                                             

-the sense of balance which allows children to attain and maintain postural equilibrium and balance  

At the outset, I had not thought of any special handicaps as a part of developing this product, but that does not exclude 

handicapped from using them. They are to that extent so “general”, that handicapped can of course use them as well, although 

depending on their handicap.  

I have of course always had  in mind while working with these objects, that they should be safe, and to this end I have examined 

various regulations, for instance the EN 1176 regulation on safety issues for play equipment for children.  



 
 

That is why I have  “round” corners in mind rather than pointed; that the objects are not too heavy so they should not harm the user 

even if they should by accident fall on toes and furthermore there are „taps“ that create space for the toes; that spaces are of the 

size that children do not get stuck in betwen; that the boards have a „lock system“, etc.  

In short: you should not be prone to accidents while using them, no more than the regular “toys” or furniture that children are around 

every day.  

Another good aspect to these objects is that there is no special tutorship necessary. The children use them. Maybe they use them 

as “intended”, maybe not, but the main emphasis should be on their creative use of the objects. 

5.0. The Joy(n)-line : description.   
5.1.  Starting point 

When starting to think about the objects suitable for the purpose I intended I did  research and sought inspiration in various 

directions, ranging from scaffold systems28 to playgrounds, 29 as well as watching children play of course, the starting point of it all 

being the need to climb & move.30 

I then started doing sketches and primitive models, always having in mind my ”statement of beliefs” , i.e. that it is necessary : 

…to have fun                                                                                                                                                                                       

…to keep it simple                                                                                                                                                             

...that it is safe                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                        
28 See pictures 53 
29 See pictures 54-55 
30 See picture 56 



 
 

...that the material is of quality                                                                                                                                          

...that the pieces can be moved and assembled easily  

 

As I wanted to keep it simple I relatively early started working from the most basic forms and tried to adapt them into objects that 

would suit the purpose. Some rough early sketches & model sketches show the starting point of form and function experiments. 

 

 

 

            

 



 
 

 

                  

 

 

Having started, I then continued to make models in wood, the intended material for the objects. I decided on wood ( as opposed to, 

for instance, bright coloured plastic ) for several reasons, among them that: 

 

- it is organic, a living matter and “connects” with outdoor environment 

- it is a relatively “ soft “ material compared to f.ex. metal or hard plastic, thereby being safer. 

- It is durable 

- It is (for these objects at least ) easily made and assembled 



 
 

- It is a relatively cheap material  

- Suitable for mass-production 

- Visually beautiful 

 

 



 
 

5.2. Details. 

 This section explains some of the choices made while 

designing these objects. 

 

A ) Having a “hole” on one side. 

- Makes it more interesting & varying to use / play with, 

increasing the objects possible usage as children can 

climb in & out of the object any which way it is turned. 

- Makes it more visually interesting, as variation in 

construction adds to this, that all or both sides of an 

object is not the same in outlook. 

- Keeps a form throughout all the ojects, a trait that they 

have in common, to make them “connected” visually, 

stating that they are “a family “.



 
 

 

B) Flat side 

      This is made to: 

- Sit, stand & climb on as children will do with things 

- Use as  table when turned that way and even in different heights, to sit or stand by, even as a night table 

-  “stack”  the objects 

- Close object on one side when the child is inside, making it more like a little hut perhaps as children are so prone to create all 

over, with blankets, pillows etc. 

- Put other objects on for display, a sort of shelf 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

C) Opening on one side ( no rails) 

          

-  For more flexibility in use & play as you can get in & out of 

the objects, sit in them, connect them in more ways etc. 

 

 

 

D ) Rails                  

    -To climb on 

    - To lay & lock boards on for     

     connecting objects  

    -Support when seat or table 



 
 

E) „Boards“.                   

For connecting objects, making: 

-  Connections in play    

-  Sliding board  

-  Shelves  

-  Table    

-  Seats    

- Bed     

 

F) “Lock”  

 Spaces / cut-outs on “strengthening” pieces 

underneath lock on rails, providing stability & 

preventing slipping & injuries  

 

 

 

 



 
 

G) Round / „soft“ corners  

To  make it more safe & prevent injuries                                                                                                                                   

Visual connection with the hole                                                                                                                                                  

Lighter visually                                                                                                                                                                        

More „organic“ 

H )  Spaces between rails 

Big enough so that children can´t get stuck in between to  

make it more safe & prevent injuries , according to regulations, 

at least 23 cm wide. 

 

I ) Details: assembling : connecting rails & side      

pieces 

- Made to “fit in” racks 

- At least 3 in every object “screwed “ / fastened together 

- Transportation ( flat-packaged IKEA style) & 

assembling easy



 
 

 

 

5.3. Forms 

Having explained the various details of the objects & the thought behind them I would like to introduce the basic forms that I 

chose as to best serve the intended use, which would allow for maximum flexibility in use and serve the requirements of 

stability & safety. 

 They are: the triangle, the „almost“cube and the (half) circle + boards & rails



 
 

A ) The Triangle                             

The triangle is of  one of the basic forms along with the 

circle and the cube, and it serves the user possibilities in 

this project very well, as it can be turned any which way 

while still keeping  it´s stability and safety 

 

 

B) The „almost“ cube 

The  „almost“ cube is a variety of the cube, but has the 

advantage of being more stable in some ways, thereby 

being safer. It is also more visually „pleasing“ as it is not 

the same in every position, The different shapes / position                               

of the object also gives more combination possibilities in 

use & play.



 
 

C) The half-circle               

The half-circle is  a deviation of the basic form of the circle and 

is connected to the round form / hole on the objects. It´s 

advantages is that it is very varying and stable and the extra 

advantage of having a rolling function when turned that way. It 

could also be combined to form a round table, as well as 

having multiple connection possiblities. 

 

 

 

D ) The „boards“ 

These are made to connect the other obects / components, 

with locks on pieces underneath for security & stability. As 

such they can be used to form shelves, sliding boards, 

balancing boards, tables, seating, roofs for huts, etc. etc.   

They are so far thought to be made in lengths of (ca ) 150, 

120 and 100; and 35 & 65 cm wide.



 
 

5.4.  Combinations  

Possible use & combinations of these objects, with the connection of the “boards”, are limited perhaps only by the creativity of the 

user ( the child ) himself. Among some of the uses that I foresaw / intended while designing these objects were the following:  

A )Shelves of various sizes & lengths                                   B ) Seating & table 

     

 

 

 

C ) Bed or lying down possibility 

  

            

 

         



 
 

D ) Play 

       

 

        



 

6.0. Making of prototypes 

6.1.First edition- description 

As my first try-out  I decided to make one form in two different 

sizes and one board to use as a combination piece. I settled 

on the triangle but wanted to make It more round at the 

corners.   

 

I first started with making models such as these, and added 

colours to see how it would work out. 

 

           

 I then proceeded to make some examples in scale 1:1, and 

decided to make the piece that is the smallest and the one 

that is the third in size, along with one board to connect 

them 

          

 

  

                   



 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The pieces are made of plywood, 36mm thick, pine and poplar for the rails. 

As can be seen on these pictures, the pieces consist of two sides that are connected with corner rails which are the points that are 

fastened together.  

There are also, on the bigger piece, two sets of rails that fall into slots on the inside of the sides. The bigger piece can therefore be 

used with either just the corner rails or one or two sets of rails as well, according to needs and wishes.  

They are quite easy & fast to assemble.  

The set of rails is glued together. 

 The bigger piece is 105 cm high  and the smaller one is 30 cm ( ground to highest corner of side ).  

The length of the rails ( width of piece ) on the smaller one is 35 cm and 60 cm on the bigger.  

The board is 30 x 120 cm. 

 

 

 

 



 

6.2. 

Second edition –  additions. 

I decided to keep on working with the triangle and make a second version for the Spring exhibition at Konstfack, as I had some 

ideas on how to improve the pieces.  I decided to make the triangle in three sizes and two widths. I also decided to make the boards 

in two lengths in order to make it possible for more variations. The main changes to the forms were three:  

 

- to make the sides round inwards in the middle.  

 

- This is made to make them visually light 

as the space “lifts” them from the floor. It 

also makes it easier to lift and move the 

piece as you can easily put your hand 

there to get a grip. 

 

 



 

- To put “taps” on outside 

 This is made to make it more safe as it creates 

space so that toes do not get caught in between side 

& floor. It also makes it easier to move pieces as it 

creates place for grip.  

Visually, the thought is also twofold: it makes the piece 

“lighter” visually, lifting it from the floor. It also gives the 

illusion of the rail goin through the side, thereby giving a   

greater feeling and understanding of the construction of the piece 

- The addition of black 

This was primarly a test to break up the colour shceme ( which can easily be perceived as “cliché”-like with 

the basic colours ) and to strengthen the art angle of the visual perception so to speak. 

 

      

 



 

 

 

7.0. Use & evaluation of  The Joy(n)- line collection 

 

7.1. First try-out 

For the first try-out, I had the assistance of my sisters two children, Áslákur  ( 5 yrs) and Iðunn ( 3 yrs). They were given the pieces 

to use, for a start I showed them that they could use it as a slide, but after that they moved them about themselves, apart from when 

I showed Áslákur how to turn it over the first time. The result can be seen in some pictures here. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

           

 

         

            

                                            

                                      

   

        

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

7.2. Í Barnastærðum ( Kid-size) – Exhibition in Hafnarborg 

At the time when I had recently finished the prototypes, I was asked if I would consider including them in an exhibition in Hafnarborg 

(a cultural center and exhibition space in Hafnarfjörður, Iceland ) that would focus on furniture and objects made and designed for 

children by designers. I of course saw this as an excellent opportunity to try out the Joy(n) objects “in action” so to speak for a 

longer period of time.  

The exhibiton was open march 13th – may 2nd ,and during this time, Hafnarborg received over 1500 children from kindergartens and 

schools in guided tours alone, that is to say, not including other children who visited on their own or with parents and family. The 

people who run Hafnarborg also tell me that it is very popular among the children who visit.  

Included here are a few pictures from Hafnarborg.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7.3. Home use – the childs space. 

As the Joy(n) objects require some space, especially when there are many, it is perhaps logical to expect that they will be more of 

use in kindergartens, schools, public rooms etc. To use one or two in connection with boards would of course work well in the 

home, and another way of looking at it, is to use it as a child´s space in the common places of the apartment/ house. This could also 

be very useful if the child ( often the youngest ) has no room of it´s own. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7.4.. Evaluation of using Joy(n) 

 The pieces worked quite well I think, and largely according to what I had in mind. In the first try-out I put the pieces on the floor and 

told them that they could do what they wanted and suggested that they tried to connect them.  

They then moved them about themselves and Áslákur could even tip the bigger piece over on the side when I showed him how it 

easily could be done. The piece is surprisingly light though it maybe looks heavy and  easy to manoever.  

They played around with it  and  they tried out some possibilities that I had envisioned, such as sliding, climbing, sitting, balancing 

and lying in. The blanket function was something that happened on the spot and that I had not thougt about specifically, but was 

quite logical and natural, to make it into a house or hut.  

At the exhibiton in Hafnarborg there has always been children playing and using Joy(n) when I have stopped by, using it for 

climbing & sliding, as a hut with textiles and turning it over to have the flat sides up etc, much as was the result with the first try-out. 

Both Áslákur, Iðunn and the children at the exhibition seemed to have the most fun with climbing, balancing and sliding and said so 

themselves. I am confident that in a longer period of time, and in the settings of the kindergarten / school / home the sitting and 

table function, or  “traditional” furniture use would be equally useful and natural.  

The one function that I have some doubts on at this stage, the one of using it as storage or shelves, but on the other hand, that has 

not really been put to the test yet..  

 

                    



 

Summary - Conclusion 

The concept of the need for furniture designed and produced specially for children has varied through times and it has mostly been 

designed to be functional and is as a rule adult furniture cut down to scale, with little or no attention given to the development, 

needs and habits of children, such as playing.  

Playing is important for the development of the individual, as it is an important factor in training their major and minor motor skills 

and to use their bodies. Through playing children also develop their understanding of themselves, the world and their function in it.  

It is also important for the stimulation of creativity. Playing is indeed the child’s work and it prepares them for future situations in life.  

As playing takes place in the child’s nearest surroundings and with the things at hand, furniture included, it is vital to allow for the 

element of play when designing furniture for children rather than focusing solely on function and practicality. This furniture should 

also, as well as allowing for play and movement, ideally, be of good quality and aesthetically and visually pleasing.  

For my exam project I therefore set out with this intent: to design and develop  a line of objects,which would consist of various 

components that could be arranged and rearranged to suit the children´s wishes and needs.  

That way they could build with them and transform them so they could have various functions of  traditional furniture such as  beds, 

tables, shelves and seating, but at the  same time they would be “things” that you can climb on and play with. These objects are 

based on simple forms and can be combined together in various ways. 

The objects are intended for younger children, ca 3 – 7 years of age and are designed so that one or two children can easily move 

them about to suit their needs in use and play. 



 

They are made in wood and plywood as it is a natural and “warm” material and not as hard as some other material  so it would not 

hurt children. It also ages beatifully. 

Safety issues were studied and considered according to regulations, for example in regards to the space between the rails, use of 

paint etc. 

Colours of sides are according to sizes of the forms; yellow, red, blue,green with the addition of black in some pieces.Rails and 

boards are uncoloured, wood surface.. 

Prototypes were made and tried out in use by children, both at home and publically in the exhibition Í barnastærðum ( Kid-size ) 

from march 13th – may 2nd. 

I was very pleased to see that the children used the objects largely as I had foreseen. In short: they worked!  

As they were using them for a relatively short time they focused mainly on the “play & movement” functions of the pieces, although 

they also tried other variations that included seating, lying down and use as a table.  

In a longer period of time, and perhaps with one or two more objects in addition, I am confident that  functions of “traditional 

furniture “  would also be explored more deeply, and used as naturally as in play. 

 However, I do not foresee that the use of storage or shelving will be used as much as I intended, but I may be wrong.  

That would become evident with the use of more children and through a longer period of time, that is when The Joy(n)-line goes into 

production, which is the next logical step. 
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